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TODAY’S TOPICS:
• An examination of the implications of the
revised “past corrected” violation and its
impact on new citations
• “Substantial Risk”
• Training in Lieu of Penalty
• Appeals
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Today’s Presenters
• Megan Lamphere, Chief, Adult Care Licensure Section
• Libby Kinsey, Assistant Chief, Adult Care Licensure
Section
• Kimberly Randolph, Assistant Attorney General,
North Carolina Department of Justice
• Iain Stauffer, Poyner Spruill Health Law Section
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Example 1—Resident Elopes
• Plan of correction is driven by root cause analysis:
– How/why did resident elope?
• Was resident properly assessed and care planned as wander risk?
• If not, why not
– How to correct this
• If yes, what elopement preventive measures were in place?
– Increased supervision?
» Did it fail and why?
– Mechanical devices?
» Wander guard; locked unit; etc.
» Was the cause mechanical?
• Non-alarmed door; alarms that don’t work; dead batteries in
pagers; nonresponsive staff when alarm sounds; front door
attendant not present per policy; family member taking
resident out without signing out; lack of staff knowledge re
proper response when alarm sounds; staff thinking “that’s
someone else’s job to respond;”
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Example 1 (continued)
• Once we identify each cause, then develop responsive steps that
may include:
– Updating assessments / care plans
• Including training on how to do so if needed
• Ensuring that staff actually know each resident’s care plan and assessment status
for wandering/elopement
• Routine, periodic monitoring of care plans/assessments in real time as compared to
actual residents AND staff knowledge of resident care plans/assessments

– For mechanical issues or mechanical issues combined with staff issues:
• Check all mechanical elements of elopement prevention
– Which doors are alarmed
– Do alarms work properly
– Are staff notified when resident attempts to elope
– Do staff know who, how and when to respond to alarms
– Are all remote devices (pagers) working, with properly charged batteries
– Do staff know where to find replacement parts (e.g., batteries; back up pager)
– Include routine, periodic checks of these electronic systems
– And spot checks of staff for proper responses
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Example 1 (continued)
•
•
•
•

Goal—examine each potential cause of the issue
Flag it as contributing factor or not
If it is a contributor, then plan a response to cure it
Always include in that plan a process for monitoring
your corrections
– Who is checking the “fixes,” how often and for how long?
– To whom is this person responsible
• That is, who is checking the checker?

• Document your plan, your monitoring schedule and
your outcomes
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“SUBSTANTIAL RISK” IN THE
DEFINITION OF A2 VIOLATIONS
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A2 Violations and “Substantial Risk”
• A2 Definition – A violation “which results in
substantial risk that death or serious physical harm,
abuse, neglect, or exploitation” will occur
• “Substantial risk” was never defined before
• Some providers felt any remote possibility of a
negative outcome was being cited as an Type A2
– Falls with no injury even with prevention measures in
place
– Minor medication errors
– “Internal” facility elopements (i.e., never left community)
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A2 Violations and “Substantial Risk”
• We’ve heard: what used to be a Type B violation
before the A level was split into Type A1 and Type A2
is now an Type A2 violation because of lack of
definition
• 2001 General Assembly directed Department to
define “substantial risk” in Type A2 definition
• That didn’t happen for 14 years
• Now, HB 667 defines it as:
– The risk of an outcome that is substantially certain to
materialize if immediate action is not taken.
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What Will the New A2 Definition Mean?
• Recall definition: substantial risk that death, serious
injury, abuse, neglect or exploitation will occur
• Meaning: substantially certain this will occur if
immediate action is not taken
• Now, Department arguably has a much higher
burden of proof
– We hope Department will apply this in considering its
burden of proof when citing violations
– If not, we’ll have to argue that on appeal to a judge where
appropriate
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TRAINING IN LIEU OF PENALTY
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“Training In Lieu of Penalty” Option
• Prior law—Department could impose training as all
or part of a penalty
• But, only “future” training, not training you already
provided at or around the time of the violation
• HB 667—Now, Department can consider training
already completed by facility after a violation is cited
• Approval of the training is not mandatory by the
Department. Rather, it’s discretionary on the part of
the Department.
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“In Lieu Of” Approval Criteria
• Department determines the training is specific to the
violation
• Department approves the training
• Department approves the trainer
• Facility has corrected the violation and continues to
remain in compliance with applicable statute or
regulation
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“In Lieu Of”
• Department asks for the following training
documentation:
– Agenda(s)
• With details of training, but not all materials included
• Highlight relevant sections of training specific to the
violation/penalty at issue

– Date(s) and time(s) of training
– Sign in sheets—who attended (ensure all relevant staff
attend)
– Trainer’s name and resume of CV
• Don’t use staff member as trainer who was part of the problem
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Highlights and Takeaways
• Have a robust QA/QI Process in place
– Do not use the survey process as your QA review
– Consider using your corporate staff for feedback on ongoing
compliance AND self-discovered issues
– Or, peer review if you are a smaller provider

• Implement and act on the QA/QI plan
– Some steps as simple as routinely walking through your building to
observe what is taking place

• Maintain and update your compliance plan
• For self-discovered issues, use a “root cause analysis” to think
outside the box
• Use the IDR process
– Treat it seriously and plan for it

• Make use of the Training-in-Lieu opportunity
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APPEALS
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APPEAL TOPICS:
•
•
•
•

When should you appeal?
What are the levels of an appeal?
What is the appeal process?
What will an appeal look like?
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What is Appealable?
•
•
•
•

Licensure actions
Suspension of admissions
Revocation
Penalties
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When should you appeal?
• State has the facts wrong
• State has made incorrect medical conclusions
• Judgment call
– Difference between the provider’s view and State’s view of
a circumstance or situation
– Should be on a substantive issue
– Based on the exercise of professional judgment
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If you believe that you have an error to
contest, how do you challenge?
• IDR
– County survey
• Reviewed County IDR process in Part 1

– State survey

• Informal meeting
• Formal appeal
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STATE INFORMAL DISPUTE
RESOLUTION PROCESS
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State - Informal Dispute Resolution
• Adult care home can seek review of disputed findings from
survey
• Submit request in writing within 15 working days (same as
provided to submit a Plan of Correction)
• Written request should:
– Clearly identify specific deficiencies disputed
– Explain why:
• deficiency is being disputed or
• severity of noncompliance is being disputed

• Supporting documentation
– Must be submitted with IDR request or before the deadline for the IDR
request
– May not be accepted at IDR meeting
• It can be presented orally at the meeting though
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State - Informal Dispute Resolution
• IDR letter and any supporting documentation will be
first shared with the state survey team for review
• If SOD report amended, facility can choose to
proceed or not to proceed with IDR
• If proceed to IDR, can be in-person or a conference
call
– Desk review occurs when no violations are contested and
there is no enforcement action (only Standard
Deficiencies)
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State - Informal Dispute Resolution
• IDR panel consists of two ACLS survey staff (that
were not involved with the survey) and an ACH
provider representative
• Facility representative will present information first
• State survey team may address panel or clarify
information from facility
• Panel may ask questions to both facility and State
survey team
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State - Informal Dispute Resolution
• Results - Panel will decide to:
– Uphold or delete a deficiency or finding
– Uphold deficiency but delete a finding
– Lower the severity of a violation

• Section Chief may override decision of the Panel
• Decision issued in writing within 10 working days of
IDR meeting
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INFORMAL MEETING
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Informal meeting
• Policy of the State to settle through informal
procedures if possible
• Facility can request an informal meeting with the
ACLS
• Still need to be mindful of any appeal deadlines even
if request an informal meeting
• If successful – matter resolved
• If not successful – can still proceed with a formal
hearing
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FORMAL APPEAL
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Formal appeal
• When IDR and/or an Informal Meeting have not
resolved the issues, remaining option is a formal
appeal
– Time sensitive deadlines for proceeding with a formal
appeal

• Will be an adversarial process
• Still have an opportunity to settle but it becomes
more challenging
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Formal appeal
• How does it start?
• Facility (Petitioner) will file a Petition for a Contested
Case Hearing at the Office of Administrative Hearings
(OAH) to challenge the agency action
• Each Party will file a prehearing statement
• Parties may engage in discovery
– Interrogatories
– Request for admissions
– Depositions
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Formal appeal
• Could be the opportunity for a mediation
– Formal process
– Both parties appear at a conference conducted by a
mediator
– Purpose is to resolve the matter without proceeding to a
hearing

• The mediator will meet and work with both parties
to achieve a resolution
• If no resolution, case proceeds along course to a
hearing
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Formal appeal
• Parties may file dispositive motions
– A party files a motion and brief seeking to have the
Administrative Law Judge decide an issue or the case in
their favor
– An ALJ decision could render a hearing unnecessary

• If no motions or ALJ denies motions, then will
proceed with . . . . the hearing.
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OAH Hearing
• Will appear in court before an ALJ
• Each side can present witnesses to testify about the
facts
• Witnesses subject to cross-examination by the
opposing party
• Burden of Proof – which party is responsible for
putting forth evidence to prove their case
– Enforcement action – Petitioner has the burden to show
that the State was wrong and why
– Penalty – State has the burden to show that the penalty
amount is correct and why
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OAH Hearing
• ALJ will decide the case at the conclusion of the
hearing
– Decision based on a preponderance of the evidence

• Will issue a written Decision setting out Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law
• Potential for further appeal:
– Judicial Review – Superior Court
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In deciding to appeal, consider the
following . . .
• It does not do you any good to appeal when you are
flat out wrong.
• If you do, and continue that path, it could diminish
your credibility.
– might not receive the benefit of the doubt with future
issues

• Work with counsel to correct issues going forward so
the problem does not continue.
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QUESTIONS?
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UPCOMING WEBINARS
• June 21, 2018: ACH Employment Issues
• August 16, 2018: Top Issues for Contracting with a
Vendor
• Register for upcoming webinars at:
– https://www.ncala.org/training/
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